Afghan MPs condemn anti-terrorism law as ‘political gesture’

Afghanistan is a victim of terrorism in the region. He criticized Pakistan for its anti-terrorism efforts, stating it was not doing enough.

The Pakistan-Afghanistan border region is witnessing an increase in terrorist activities by various militant groups, including al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS), Haqqani Network, Lashkar-i-Tayiba (LTI), and Islamic State (IS-K) and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU).

"Sanctuary on the Afghan side and presence on the Afghan side remain secure for both our countries and pose a threat to regional security," said the Pakistan-Afghanistan relationship.

The Pakistan-Indian relationship is a key factor in maintaining security on both sides of the border region.

The draft law was finally approved by 107 lawmakers of 118 present in the Afghan parliament.

The French Constitutional Council has rejected a request by the French government to extend the anti-terrorism measure.

Overall, the situation in Afghanistan remains tense due to ongoing security concerns and the presence of extremist groups, which makes the implementation of any anti-terrorism law challenging.

In conclusion, the Afghan government should continue to engage with its international partners to address the shared security challenges in the region.